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April 2002 notes

Wednesday, April 10,1 to 3 p.m.
Metro Regional Center, Room 370

Metro
Will be taking the May 7 regional trails plan ammendments to the council.

Lewis and Clark Discovery Trail update
Gregg Everhart, Portland Parks and Recreation and Kelly Punteney 
14 landing sites. See handout.

Fanno Creek Greenway Trail
virtual tour and announcement of open houses and the RFP for an action plan 
Mel Huie and Bob Bothman

Mia Burke hired to do action plan for completing the trail.
showed the virtual tour.
openhouses

Trail design, construction and maintenance best management practices
Jennifer Budhabhatti and the Trail BMP subcommittee
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2. goal - user friendly guidelines on how to plan, construct and

3. rfp - five consultants 
clear water works got the bid

4. not a policy document - recommendations, guidelines only 

Jennifer will meet with consultant, there will be field visits, etc. 

complete in august?

look at outline and comment, let us know if you want to be on committee.

Recycled Paper 
www.metro-reglon.org 
TOD 797 1804

http://www.metro-reglon.org


Mike - has significant implications for title 3 and goal 5.

involve other agencies like nmfs etc in hopes that down the road it will make it easier

MTIP funding update
Ted Leybold, Metro Transportation

what heather said about making sure the criteria will make trail projects competitive, 
now Is the time for that kind of input.
what mike said about whether gtac as a group should make some kind of statement 
C'testify as a group") to jpac.
Stakeholder survey part of "issue identification", will result in a summary of findings 
which will help in developing policy direction and criteria, etc.

503-797-1759

respond by may 24

wildlife crossing? Jennifer?

what percentage has gone to regional trails system and bike/ped stuff, mel will get that 
information.

gregg comment: within jurisdictions parks departments have to battle with 
transportation departments

ted suggested that everyone fill out the surveys individually for now and then
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subcommittee to look at mtip process; to mel by may 1St



Regional Trails priorities discussion

see handout
plus burkholder comment 

pick it up in may
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